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Abstract. We explore the dynamics of multi-field models of inflation in which the field-space
metric is a hyperbolic manifold of constant curvature. Such models are known as α-attractors
and their single-field regimes have been extensively studied in the context of inflation and
supergravity. We find a variety of multi-field inflationary trajectories in different regions
of parameter space, which is spanned by the mass parameters and the hyperbolic curva-
ture. Amongst these is a novel dynamical attractor along the boundary of the Poincare disc
which we dub “angular inflation”. We calculate the evolution of adiabatic and isocurvature
fluctuations during this regime and show that, while isocurvature modes decay during this
phase, the duration of the angular inflation period can shift the single-field predictions of
α-attractors.
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1 Introduction
In contrast to what the Big Bang theory would have one believe, the Universe is remarkably
featureless on scales beyond those of superclusters: cosmic microwave background (CMB)
observations as well as large-scale surveys paint a picture of striking isotropy and homogene-
ity. On top of this smoothness, small fluctuations have given rise to structure formation.
These can be observed in their infancy as CMB anisotropies: first seen by the COBE satel-
lite, recent results from the Planck satellite have provided the most accurate measurements
of these fluctuations to date [1].
Currently, our best explanation for this dichotomous beginning of the Universe is pro-
vided by the inflationary paradigm [2, 3]. Its rapid exponential expansion has diluted any
primordial stark features, while microscopic quantum fluctuations have seeded the subsequent
structure formation. The CMB therefore provides a window on these quantum fluctuations.
The aforementioned satellite missions have established the amplitudes of scalar fluctuations,
as well as their scale dependence encoded in the spectral index, with ns = 0.968 ± 0.006.
Moreover, there are increasingly strong bounds on the amplitude of tensor fluctuations, cap-
tured in the tensor-to-scalar ratio, with r < 0.07 [1, 4].
It falls to the theoretical community to model and explain these numbers. While many
models with various scalar potentials have been constructed to date, following the Planck
2013 release a different argumentation has been put forward. This employs the non-trivial
structure of multi-field kinetic terms. At the two-derivative level, these can be interpreted
as a scalar geometry GIJ(φ). Inflation on a curved scalar manifold (see e.g. [5]) displays
a variety of novel signatures due to geometric effects, including imprints from heavy fields
during turns in field space [6, 7], curvature fluctuations from ultra-light entropy modes [8],
as well as inflationary destabilization due to curvature [9].
Remarkably, in the specific (and highly symmetric) case of a hyperbolic scalar geometry,
one naturally satisfies the Planck bounds on the spectral index and tensor-to-scalar ratio.
As a result of the kinetic interactions on the hyperbolic manifold, there is a significant
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insensitivity to the potential interactions, leading to robust predictions that take the form
[10, 11]
ns = 1− 2
N
, r =
12α
N2
, (1.1)
to leading order in an expansion in the inverse number of e-folds 1/N , where we consider
the CMB-relevant perturbations to have exited the horizon N e-folds before the end of
inflation. These depend on a single parameter α that sets the hyperbolic curvature. The
same predictions can be reached from different perspectives, including Starobinsky’s model
with α = 1 [12], non-minimal couplings with α = 1 + 1/(6ξ) [13, 14]. At some level, the
unifying feature of all these approaches can be attributed to a singularity in the kinetic sector,
whose leading Laurent expansion determines the inflationary predictions [15].
Importantly, the above predictions were derived under the assumption of an effectively
single-field trajectory. This can be achieved by the inclusion of higher-order terms that
render the orthogonal directions heavy, see e.g. [16]. However, it would be interesting to see
what genuine multi-field effects can arise in a more general situation. From a theoretical
perspective, our current understanding of high-energy theories suggests a multitude of scalar
fields, without an a priori reason that only one of these should be light. Similarly, from an
observational perspective, such multi-field effects might allow for novel signatures, as has
been studied in great detail in a wide variety of models, including N-flation [17], many-field
models [18, 19] or inspired by random matrix theories [20, 21].
Very recently, a similar study of multi-field effects in a hyperbolic manifold, as suggested
by the Planck results, was undertaken [22]. Remarkably, it was found that under a set of
conditions, even multi-field inflationary trajectories on a hyperbolic manifold adhere to the
above universal predictions. For instance, specialize to a scalar potential with a rotationally
symmetric mass term and a symmetry-breaking quartic term, both of which live on the
Poincare disk (and admit a simple supergravity embedding when α = 1/3). The background
dynamics was found to be almost perfectly radial in a range of parameter values, “rolling
on a ridge”, despite the presence of an angular slope. Moreover, perturbations around this
non-trivial background have a remarkable structure that results in predictions identical to
those in Eq. (1.1) despite the presence of multi-field effects.
This paper will build on previous work by investigating the multi-field behaviour of
α-attractors in a wide range of parameter space, and by pointing out multi-field effects that
go beyond the universal behaviour. As the simplest possible case, we will study quadratic
potentials on the Poincare disk and consider a range of masses and hyperbolic curvatures.
In addition to the above radial dynamics with universal behaviour, we will display a second
regime of inflation that proceeds along the angular direction instead. Instead of the radial
dynamics, which correspond to the slow-roll approximation in all coordinates, angular in-
flation only employs slow-roll for the angular coordinate, while the radial coordinate to a
first approximation is frozen. We will outline when this novel regime appears, why it can be
thought of as an alternative attractor1, and how it modifies the duration and predictions of
inflation2.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the model and compute the
background evolution for a wide range of parameter combinations, discovering qualitatively
1One might think that this regime is related to that of hyperinflation [23, 24], which also crucially relies
on the hyperbolic manifold. However, hyperinflation is an alternative to slow-roll inflation in the case of a
very steep and rotationally symmetric potential.
2We have been informed about a forthcoming publication with possibly related effects [25].
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different behavior in different parts of parameter space. The perturbations are discussed
in Section 3, where we display the formalism and compute all relevant quantities, both
analytically and numerically, that define the super-horizon evolution of the adiabatic and
isocurvature modes. The connection to the observational data is given in 3.3, where we show
that a prolonged period of angular inflation can significantly modify the spectral observables
given in Eq. (1.1) or even place them outside the current bounds from Planck. However, the
change is simple to understand intuitively and to compute analytically, since it only hinges
on the number of e-folds of non-radial inflation. We conclude in Section 4.
Conventions: Greek letters label spacetime indices, µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3, with spacetime metric
signature (−,+ + +). Lower-case latin letters label space indices i, j = 1, 2, 3 and upper-case
latin letters label field-space indices, I, J = 1, 2. We work in terms of the reduced Planck
mass, MPl ≡ (8piG)−1/2 = 2.43× 1018 GeV.
2 Background evolution
2.1 The multi-field α-attractor model
We consider a number of scalar fields that are minimally coupled to gravity, with
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
M2Pl
2
R− 1
2
GIJgµν∂µφI∂νφJ − V (φI)
]
. (2.1)
The 00 and 0i components of the Einstein equations at background order are
H2 =
1
3M2Pl
[
1
2
GIJ φ˙I φ˙J + V (φI)
]
, H˙ = − 1
2M2Pl
GIJ φ˙I φ˙J . (2.2)
and the equations of motion for the fields are
Dtϕ˙I + 3Hϕ˙I + GIJV,J = 0 , (2.3)
where DtAI ≡ ϕ˙JDJAI is the directional covariant derivative. The case of a large number of
fields is especially interesting in view of high energy theories, such as string theory, resulting
in a large number of scalar fields at high energies. However, in order to make the system
tractable and be able to extract all its features in the various parameter regimes, we limit
ourselves to only two fields. We leave the many-field generalization for future work.
The two fields φ1 ≡ φ and φ2 ≡ χ take values on Poincare disk with the field-space
metric
GIJ = 6α
(1− φ2 − χ2)2 δIJ , (2.4)
in which the fields are dimensionless. We use a quadratic potential, due to its simplicity and
as a first step towards a generalization of extensive studies of multi-field effects in inflation
[26]:
V (φI) =
α
2
(
m2φφ
2 +m2χχ
2
)
, R ≡ m2χ/m2φ . (2.5)
For concreteness we will always consider R > 1. Note that the factor α has been inserted to
give the potential the correct dimensions and to recover the usual quadratic potential in the
flat limit α→∞ (after the appropriate rescaling of the fields).
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Due to the spherical symmetry of the geometry, it will be useful to introduce polar
coordinates φ = r cos(θ) and χ = r sin(θ). In this parametrization of the hyperbolic geometry,
the scalar field equations read
r¨ +
2rr˙2
1− r2 −
r(r2 + 1)
1− r2 θ˙
2 + 3Hr˙ +
[
m2χ +m
2
φ + (m
2
φ −m2χ) cos(2θ)
]
2
(1− r2)2r = 0 ,(2.6)
θ¨ +
2(1 + r2)
r(1− r2) r˙θ˙ + 3Hθ˙ +
1
2
(m2χ −m2φ)
(
1− r2)2 sin(2θ) = 0 ,(2.7)
where we have assumed the spatial homogeneity of the FRW background. In some of the
following plots we will use the canonical radius ψ =
√
6α tanh−1(r) to visualize the different
regimes of the fields’ evolution, with horizontal and vertical components ψ cos(θ) and ψ sin(θ).
2.2 Radial slow-roll inflation
Starting with the radial equation of motion, it was shown in [22] that for initial conditions
placing the two fields close to the boundary of the Poincare disc, a period of radial inflation
with θ(t) ' θ0 is supported, where θ0 is the initial value of the angle in field-space. Provided
the initial velocities are sufficiently small, a phase of slow-roll inflation ensues during which the
gradient term is counterbalanced by the Hubble friction. Intuitively, this can be understood
as the Christoffel terms depend quadratically on the velocities whereas the accelerations can
be viewed as finite differences of small quantities.
More precisely, the range of validity of the SR approximation can be measured by the
smallness of the multifield generalization of the single field slow roll parameters [27, 28]
V =
1
2V 2
GIJV,IV,J , ηV =
||V ,K∇KV ,I ||
V ||V ,I || . (2.8)
If both parameters remain small up to the last few efolds, then the evolution equations can
be approximated by slow roll3 and the end of inflation can be estimated by V ≈ 1. Using
the slow roll expressions for the velocities
r˙SR
θ˙SR
=
V ,r
V ,θ
, (2.9)
we can obtain the relation r(θ). Since the metric is conformally flat it drops out from the
above expression and the parametric relation r(θ) has exactly the same form as in the flat
case. It is straightforward to calculate the number of efolds4:
Nradial =
∫
dr
V
V ,r
=
3α
2
(
1
1− r2 −
1
1− r2end
)
. (2.10)
The number of radial e-folds has the same form as in single-field α-attractors [10] and is
controlled by the curvature of field-space and the proximity of the initial conditions to the
3The definition of  given in Eq. (2.8) is valid for the slow-roll-slow-turn regime. In general one must use
 = −H˙/H2, which is what we do for the remainder of this work. For a thorough discussion of the slow-roll
and slow-turn approximations see [5].
4Note that our model, with a product-separable potential (or sum separable when written in Cartesian
coordinates) plus a conformally flat metric, is a third example of models which admits analytic calculation of
the number of efolds, along with the sum- or product-separable potentials in flat space [29, 30].
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Figure 1. The evolution of the system in terms of the canonically normalized radius ψ using the
full equations of motion (blue) and using the analytic slow roll expression (orange-dashed) for the
parameter values R = 10, θ0 = pi/4, and α = 1/6, r0 = 0.999 (left panel) and α = 1/600, r0 = 0.99
(right panel). The red dashed line in the right panel is the angular inflation approximation. The black
dotted line is the diagonal and the blue dot is the CMB point.
boundary of the Poincare disc. At the end of inflation, given the fact that the potential
has a light direction, the system will have to relax in such a way, as to evolve along the
light direction. For the parameter range considered in [22], where both the angular gradients
and the field space curvature were small (this statement will be quantified shortly), this
relaxation towards the light field direction only lasts for one or two e-folds. An illustration of
this can be found in the left panel of Fig. 1. Before we proceed, we must note, that although
the trajectories considered in [22] are highly radial, the existence of a non-zero turn rate is
important and one cannot neglect multi-field effects.
However, the validity of the slow-roll approximation breaks down earlier as one considers
large hyperbolic curvatures. The first slow-roll parameter is given by
curved =
(
1− r2)2
6α
flat,
where flat is greater than 1 (inside the Poincare disc) and diverges when r → 0. For small α
the condition curved < 1 implies that the fields must inflate close to the boundary and at the
end of inflation 1 − r2end ∼
√
α should hold. At the same time η, which is given by a much
more complicated expression, contains terms that scale as
(
1− r2end
)
/α. By comparing the
two we conclude that when α is small, there will be a region before the end of inflation in
which SR fails. This is the regime that we will turn to next.
2.3 Angular inflation
It follows from the scalar field equations (2.6) and (2.7) that the only terms which are
enhanced by the field-space curvature close to the boundary of the Poincare disc are the
Christoffel terms. However, they are velocity-suppressed during radial slow-roll inflation.
Towards the end of radial inflation, the fields speed up and the increase in r˙ boosts the
Christoffel terms (leading to related trajectories in e.g. [31, 32]).
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Figure 2. Numerical comparison of various terms in equations (2.6) (left) and (2.7) (right) for
α = 1/600, R = 10, θ0 = pi/4 and r0 = 0.99997. We have chosen these conditions to support both a
period of radial as well as a angular inflation. The dominant terms in each period are indeed those
corresponding to the relevant approximations.
This gives rise to two competing effects; the geodesic motion aims to push both fields
to the boundary of the disk following a circular arc, whereas the gradient of the potential
attracts both fields to the origin. As we show in Appendix A one can deduce that if θ˙ becomes
negative at some point then it will stay negative (Γθrr = 0). On the other hand, r˙ can change
sign, either by making α sufficiently small (so inflation takes place closer to the boundary of
the space in which the Christoffel Γrθθ becomes important) or by increasing the mass ratio
(and hence the velocity θ˙2). An illustration of this can be found in the right panel of Fig. 1,
which shows the non-monotonic behaviour of the radial coordinate. Moreover, it highlights
that the trajectory proceeds for a significant portion along an angular direction, i.e. with r˙
nearly vanishing.
This can be understood by considering the third and last term of (2.6), which do not
depend on r˙ and they have opposite signs. If they almost cancel each other then the radius
will be a slowly varying function and therefore fields will perform an angular motion. Indeed,
one can show numerically that the dominant terms of the radial and angular equations of
motion are (
2r3 + 2r
)
2r2 − 2 θ˙
2 +
1
2
[
m2χ +m
2
φ + (m
2
φ −m2χ) cos(2θ)
]
(1− r2)2r ≈ 0 , (2.11)
3Hθ˙ +
1
2
(m2χ −m2φ)
(
1− r2)2 sin(2θ) ≈ 0 . (2.12)
Hence the angular motion is dominated by the usual slow-roll combination of the potential
and Hubble drag terms, while the radial equation instead is dominated by the potential and
the Γrθθ Christoffel term, with other terms subleading. Fig. 2 shows the magnitude of the
various terms for a characteristic choice of parameters, that support a prolonged period of
angular motion, and thereby justifies our choice of keeping only the dominant ones.
The regime of angular inflation allows for a simple derivation of the trajectory through
field space. One can eliminate θ˙ from the approximate equations (2.11) and (2.12). Under the
additional assumption that the Hubble function is dominated by the potential H2 ' 13V (the
neglect of the kinetic terms can easily be justified as the angular motion is slow-roll, while
the radial motion is even slower), one obtains a parametric equation for the field trajectory
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Figure 3. Plot of the angular attractor for α = 1/300, R = 9 and a wide range of initial data. The
two black dots correspond to the last two and four efolds before the end of inflation and the dotted line
is the diagonal. We observe that the angular solution captures very well the evolution for θ < pi/4.
during angular motion
r(θ) =
√√
81
4 α
2((1−R) cos(2θ) +R+ 1)4 + (1−R)4 sin4(2θ)− 92α((1−R) cos(2θ) +R+ 1)2
sin(2θ)(R− 1) ,
(2.13)
where R is defined in Eq. (2.5). We have verified the attracting nature of this solution for a
wide range of initial conditions in Fig. 3. The remarkable property of this solution is that it
only depends on α and the mass ratio, while all initial data θ0 and r0 have dropped out. In
contrast, the slow roll approximation (or any other approximation that fixes the velocities),
one obtains a family of trajectories through multi-dimensional field space - which is e.g. a one-
parameter family for the two-field case. In a sense, the angular inflation solution is therefore
closer to the notion of single-field attractor as it is independent of all initial conditions 5.
While it captures the angular inflation regime very well and has the remarkable propery
of a dynamical attractor, the solution r(θ) it is somewhat complicated and difficult to use.
Later on we will often use the quantity 1− r2, which encodes the stretching of the field-space
as one nears the boundary of the Poincare disk. Expanding in terms of α, this can be written
as
1− r2 ' 9α(cot
2 θ +R tan2 θ)2
2(R− 1)2 . (2.14)
This relation breaks down close to the two axes. We see that unless the initial angle is
close to the heavy field direction θ ≈ pi/2, the two expressions match very well. There
is some disagreement close to the light direction θ = 0, but there we expect the slow-roll
5This type of coordinate dependent approximation, like the case of hyperinflation, is more obscure in
Cartesian coordinates because the Christoffel terms of the light field are not balanced by the gradient term.
The attractor solution is, of course, independent of coordinate system but an approximate form would be very
hard to find.
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approximation to break either way, so the comparison is meaningless. From now on, we will
always use the approximation of Eq. (2.14), unless otherwise noted.
We now move to computing the first slow-roll parameter . Using the above approxi-
mations, amounting to r˙ ≈ 0, H2 ≈ 13V and θ˙ = θ˙SR, one has
 = − H˙
H2
≈ 3(1− r
2)
1 + r2
. (2.15)
The minimum value of  during the angular motion (in the small α approximation) occurs
at and is given by
θ,min = arctan
(
1√
R
)
, min =
27αR
(R− 1)2 . (2.16)
This is significantly higher than the value of  during inflation along the radial direction6.
Using the expression for  we can compute the angle at which angular inflation ends.
The equation  = 1 can be solved, using Eq. (2.15), however the solution is not very insightful.
At small α and large R it reads
θend =
3
√
3α
2(R− 1) . (2.17)
which is indeed close to θ = 0. Since close to  = 1 our approximations break down, for small
α and / or large mass ratio we can safely take angular inflation to end for θ = 0, without
introducing extra errors7.
Finally, computing the number of e-folds during angular motion is straightforward using
the angular slow-roll approximations for H and θ˙
N =
∫ tend
t0
Hdt =
∫ θend
θ0
H
θ˙
dθ . (2.18)
The integration is performed from the initial angle θ until the final angle which we take to
be θ = 0. The result is
N = −
8(−(R2−1) cos(2θ)+R2+R+1)
(−(R−1) cos(2θ)+R+1)2 + (18α+ 4) log
(
1
2(−(R− 1) cos(2θ) +R+ 1)
)− 2(R+ 2)
54α
,
(2.19)
This relation outlines where in parameter space there is a significant numer of e-folds during
angular inflation. Fig. 4 shows the number of non-radial e-folds for a broad range of parame-
ters. We see that for large R/α, the contours of N give a linear relation between log(R) and
log(α). This can also be calculated by expanding the above in α 1 and R 1:
N ≈ R
27α
+
−4 csc2 (θ)− (18α+ 4) log (R sin2 (θ))+ 4
54α
+ . . . . (2.20)
While it is non-trivial to invert the number of e-folds and get the function θ(N), some
analytical progress can be made towards this goal. Specfically, we can neglect the logarithms
in the function of N(θ) after which we obtain
θ(N) ' 1
2
cos−1
(
2R2 +R(2− 54αN)− 2√108αRN + 4− 54αN
(R− 1)(2R− 54αN + 4)
)
, (2.21)
6The different value of  has a significant effect for modes that are exiting the horizon during the angular
part of inflation. The analysis of these modes will presented in a separate publication.
7In fact, computing N(θ = θend) and N(θ = 0) gives agreement to within a few decimal points, so we will
θ = 0 as the end-point of angular inflation.
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Figure 4. The number of e-folds, occurring after the initial period of radial inflation for a wide range
of the field-space curvature, characterized by α and the mass ratio of the two fields R for initial angles
θ0 = pi/4 (left) and θ0 = pi/3 (right). The thick black line corresponds to 60 e-folds of non-radial
inflation and the red to the Planck contours to the point where the predictions of our model exit the
Planck 1σ and 2σ regions, as computed in Eq. (3.27) and discussed in Section 3.
where we took θ0 = pi/4. One can check that this an increasingly good approximation for
larger R.
It is important to note that the number of e-folds quoted above also include the final
stage of inflation, which is more like single-field inflation along the horizontal axis (corre-
sponding to the lightest field) than angular inflation along the boundary. This is illustrated
in Fig. 5. This feature is particularly noticeable in the case where the mass ratio is large: in
this situation there is a sizeable number of e-folds produced in this final stage of inflation. In
a somewhat rough sense, the two parameters of our model trigger the two regimes: smaller
values of α increase the number of e-folds during the angular trajectory, while a larger mass
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Figure 5. The evolution of the system in terms of the canonically normalized field ψ with identical
colour coding and parameters as in the right panel of Fig. 1 but with R = 500, α = 1/60, θ0 = pi/4
and r0 = 0.9999. Note that this plot contains all possible different kinds of evolution and at the time
of generation of fluctuations the evolution of the system can be well described by a single field.
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ratio does the same for the single-field regime prior to the end of inflation. For very large
mass ratios, the number of e-folds during this final stage exceeds that of the CMB window,
and as a result the observable part of inflation will be effectively single-field (with a very
heavy orthogonal direction). In this case the inflationary predictions will coincide with the
single-field ones. In all other cases one needs to evolve the quantum fluctuations during the
angular regime, which is the topic that we turn to next.
3 Perturbation analysis
3.1 Generalities on adiabatic and isocurvature modes
We will use the notation and formalism described in [33] and further utilized in [14, 34, 35],
which allows for the computation of perturbations produced in multi field inflation with
non-trivial field space metric. We present here the main results and formulas needed for our
analysis8 and refer the interested reader to [33] and references therein, such as [36] and [5].
The evolution equation for the perturbations are
D2tQI + 3HDtQI +
[
k2
a2
δIJ +MIJ −
1
M2Pla
3
Dt
(
a3
H
φ˙I φ˙J
)]
QJ = 0 , (3.1)
where QI are the gauge-invariant Mukhanov-Sasaki variables defined as
QI = δφI +
φ˙I
H
ψ , (3.2)
to lowest order in fluctuations. The effective mass matrix MIJ is
MIJ ≡ GIKDJDKV −RILMJ φ˙Lφ˙M , (3.3)
where RILMJ is the Riemann tensor of the field-space manifold.
The analysis of the scalar fluctuations will be aided by decomposing the background
fields’ velocity vector into a magnitude and a directional unit vector
σ˙ ≡ |ϕ˙I | =
√
GIJ ϕ˙I ϕ˙J , σˆI ≡ ϕ˙
I
σ˙
. (3.4)
An equally important dynamical quantity is the turn-rate of the background fields, given by
ωI = DtσˆI , (3.5)
with magnitude ω2 = GIJωIωJ and directional unit vector
sˆI ≡ ω
I
ω
. (3.6)
Using the background equations of motion we can express the magnitude of the turn-rate in
terms of the potential
|ω|2 = GIJωIωJ = G
IJVIVJ − (Vσ)2
σ˙2
. (3.7)
8Ref. [22] used somewhat different notation, but the method and results are easily translatable.
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As they are orthogonal, sˆI σˆI = 0, the unit vectors σˆ
I and sˆI effectively act like projection
vectors. In this way, we may decompose the vector of fluctuations QI into adiabatic modes
Qσ ≡ σˆIQI and isocurvature ones Qs ≡ sˆIQI . The two modes are subject to the following
equations of motion:
Q¨σ + 3HQ˙σ +
[
k2
a2
+Mσσ − ω2 − 1
M2pla
3
d
dt
(
a3σ˙2
H
)]
Qσ
= 2
d
dt
(ωQs)− 2
(
V,σ
σ˙
+
H˙
H
)
ωQs,
(3.8)
Q¨s + 3HQ˙s +
[
k2
a2
+Mss + 3ω2
]
Qs = 4M
2
pl
ω
σ˙
k2
a2
Ψ, (3.9)
where Ψ is the gauge-invariant Bardeen potential [37, 38],
Ψ ≡ ψ + a2H
(
E˙ − B
a
)
, (3.10)
and which feature the projections of the mass-squared matrix, MIJ defined in Eq. (3.3),
along the adiabatic and isocurvature directions, withMσσ = σˆI σˆJMIJ andMss = sˆI sˆJMIJ
respectively.
It follows from the above that the entropy perturbations will act as a source of adiabatic
perturbations, provided that the turn-rate is non-zero. This was computed in detail in [22]
for the initial radial inflationary period. We also note that the entropy perturbations will
have an effective mass-squared of
µ2s =Mss + 3ω2. (3.11)
Eq. (3.11) shows the distinct contributions to the isocurvature effective mass-squared. The
contribution coming from the projection of the mass matrix can be positive or negative;
note that it includes the curvature term which for a negatively curved manifold can lead to
destabilization [9]. Secondly, the contribution from the turn rate is always positive. Hence,
in order to achieve a tachyonic growth of isocurvature fluctuations, the turn rate must be
small (this statement will be quantified in later parts of this Section).
In the usual fashion [37, 38], we may construct the gauge-invariant curvature perturba-
tion,
Rc ≡ ψ − H
(ρ+ p)
δq , (3.12)
where ρ and p are the background-order density and pressure and δq is the energy-density
flux of the perturbed fluid. In terms of our projected perturbations, we find [33]
Rc = H
σ˙
Qσ , S ≡ H
σ˙
Qs , (3.13)
where we have moreover defined an analogously normalized isocurvature perturbation. In the
long-wavelength limit, the coupled perturbations obey relations of the form [5, 33, 37–43]:
R˙c ' α˜HS , S˙ ' β˜HS , (3.14)
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which allows us to write the transfer functions as
TRS(t∗, t) =
∫ t
t∗
dt′ α˜(t′)H(t′)TSS(t∗, t′) , TSS(t∗, t) = exp
[∫ t
t∗
dt′ β˜(t′)H(t′)
]
, (3.15)
where t∗ is any time after which the mode has left the horizon. Usually it is taken to be
the time when a fiducial scale of interest first crosses the Hubble radius during inflation,
k∗ = a(t∗)H(t∗). However, in the current context, it is useful to take it to be the time, when
the period of initial radial inflation ends. We find [33]
α˜ =
2ω
H
, β˜ = −2− ηss + ησσ − 4ω
2
3H2
, (3.16)
where instead of a single second slow-roll parameter η we define the second slow roll (accel-
eration) parameters along the adiabatic direction as ησσ ≡ M2plMσσ/V and similar for the
isocurvature direction9.
Using the transfer functions, we may relate the power spectra at some time t∗ to spectra
at later times. In the regime of interest, for late times and long wavelengths, we have
PR(k) = PR(k∗)
[
1 + T 2RS(t∗, t)
]
, PS(k) = PS(k∗)T 2SS(t∗, t). (3.17)
3.2 Evolution during angular inflation
Having laid down the formulation of the evolution of perturbations, we are ready to proceed
with the computation of the dynamical variables that control the evolution of the perturba-
tions, from the turn rate ω to the isocurvature growth parameter β˜. We will again focus on
the regime of small α and large R, where significant analytical progress can be made. The
intuition gained from this regime will be checked numerically and extended to the region of
α ∼ 1.
First of all, using the fact that the motion occurs predominately along the angular
direction, the tangent vector can be approximated by
σˆ ≈
(
0,
√
G22sgn(θ˙)
)
= eˆθ .
Hence the normalized turn rate vector will be along the radial direction,
sˆ = sgn(θ˙)eˆr = (sgn(θ˙)
√
G11, 0) .
It is easy to show that
|ω|2 = G
rrV 2r
σ˙2
. (3.18)
Normalizing the turn-rate by the Hubble scale, we arrive at a relation, similar to the one
found in [22] for the radial motion
|ω|2
H2
=
4
3α
 . (3.19)
9Although ησσ and ηss are called slow roll parameters in the literature they are not necessarily small. For
the σ field a possibly better definition would be ησσ = (Mσσ−ω2)/V which can be shown to behave as a slow
roll parameter when σ¨ is small.
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Figure 6. The normalized turn-rate |ω|/(H√), computed numerically in blue. The red-dashed lines
correspond to 8/α with α = 1/60, with excellent agreement in the angular regime (the last 40 and
90 e-folds respectively). Note that the same combination is constant in the radial part (before the
transition occuring halfway), as was found in [22].
We see that the turn rate is proportional to the curvature of the field-space manifold. It is
illustrated in Figure 6 that our analytic result agrees very well with the numerical evolution
of the background fields. Moreover, using the expression for  in the small α regime, we get
ω ' 2(1− r2)(cos2 θ + k sin2 θ) , (3.20)
which, as we see in the left panel of Fig. 7, is an excellent approximation to the numerical
solution when α = 0.1.
The effective mass of the adiabatic perturbations during the angular evolution is
Mσσ = σˆI σˆ
JMIJ ' σˆθσˆθ(DθDθV ) . (3.21)
The adiabatic second-slow-roll parameter becomes
ησσ =
Mσσ
V
' 2(1− r
2)
3α
. (3.22)
By using Eq. (2.14) this becomes
ησσ ' 3(cot(θ) + k tan(θ))
2
(k − 1)2 . (3.23)
We see in the right panel of Fig. 7 that our approximations agree well in the angular inflation
regime when α = 0.1.
Finally, using similar approximations we get
Mss = Grr(DrDrV ) + H2R ≈ −4(1− r2)(cos2 θ + k sin2 θ) , (3.24)
where we took the isocurvature direction to be along the radial direction. We see Mss < 0,
hence there is the possibility of the isocurvature modes being unstable. The corresponding
slow-roll parameter is
ηss =
Mss
V
= −4(1− r
2)
3α
. (3.25)
However, a closer look at Eq. (3.9) reveals that a large turn rate can still dominate the
isocurvature effective mass. This is indeed true in our case, as we can see by comparing
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Figure 7. The turn-rate and second adiabatic slow-roll parameter ησσ for α = 1/60 and R = 25.
The left panel contains the numeric turn rate (blue) and the approximation of Eq. (3.20). The right
panel contains the numerical ησσ (blue) as well as the approximations of Eq. (3.22) (red-dotted) and
Eq. (3.23) (black-dashed). We see good agreement in the angular inflation regime (the last 40 e-folds).
Eq. (3.25) to Eq (3.20), hence µ2s > 0 and the isocurvature modes do not grow on super-
horizon scales during the angular inflation.
We now have all the components that go into the parameter β, which controls the
growth (β˜ > 0) or decay (β˜ < 0) of the isocurvature modes, resulting in
β˜ ≈ −3(cot(θ) + k tan(θ))
2
(k − 1)2 . (3.26)
This shows that the isocurvature modes will decay exponentially during the angular part of
the inflationary trajectory. As seen in Fig. 8, Eq. (3.26) is an excellent approximation to the
numerical evaluation of β˜ in the angular inflation regime and in fact |β˜| = O(1), hinting at a
sever suppression of isocurvature modes on super-horizon scales. Without an amplification,
or at least a moderate decay, of the isocurvature modes, even a large turn-rate is insufficient to
source any super-horizon evolution of the adiabatic modes. Hence, all adiabatic perturbation
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Figure 8. (Left) The effective isocurvature mass-squared µ2s (black-dotted), along with the turn rate
contribution 3ω2 and the isocurvature mass-squared Mss (blue) and −Mss (blue-dashed). All curves
are computed numerically for R = 25 and α = 0.016, without using any approximations. We see that
during angular inflation, which lasts for the last 40 e-folds, µ2s ' 3ω2 > 0. (Right) The isocurvature
growth parameter β˜ for the same parameters numerically (blue-solid) and using the approximations
of Eq. (3.22) (red-dotted) and Eq. (3.23) (black-dashed) . We see excellent agreement in the angular
inflation regime.
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Figure 9. (Left) The transfer functions TRS (red) and TSS (blue) along with  for ησσ for α = 0.016
and R = 25. (Right) ∆TRS = [TRS(tend)− TRS ] (red-solid) and TSS (blue-dashed) along with 
(brown-dot-dashed) or the same parameters. The vertical line at N ' −40 signals the onset of the
angular inflation period. We see that the transfer of power from the isocurvature to the adiabatic
modes is negligible during angular inflation.
modes that have crossed the horizon before the onset of the period of angular inflation will
be frozen and so will their spectral index ns and their amplitude that defines r.
3.3 Superhorizon evolution and observables
With all the ingredients in place, it is a simple exercise to compute the super-horizon evolution
of the adiabatic and isocurvature modes during the non-radial part of inflation. Since, as we
showed, during angular inflation, β < 0, we expect that the isocurvature modes will be quickly
damped and hence the adiabatic modes will not be sourced. This is exactly what is shown in
Fig. 9, which presents a characteristic example from a larger number of simulated inflationary
trajectories. We see a mild decay of the isocurvature modes during radial inflation, which
can -through the non-zero turn rate- lead to a sourcing of the adiabatic modes, as shown in
[22]. However, once radial inflation ends and the system transitions into the angular regime,
the isocurvature modes quickly decay and the transfer of power to the adiabatic modes ceases
(TRS = const). Looking at ∆TRS ≡ TRS(tend) − TRS we can see that TRS grows during the
radial part, hence adiabatic modes are continuously sourced by isocurvature ones. However,
this sourcing stops immediately after the radial part has ended (hence TRS stops increasing),
signaling the fact that the curvature fluctuation has reached its adiabatic limit. By taking
the fiducial scale t∗ in Eq. (3.15) close to the end of the initial period of radial inflation, TSS
is quickly forced towards zero and so TRS becomes constant.
In specific regimes of parameter space, the period of angular inflation can serve as a
second phase of inflation that shifts the effective number of e-folds during the initial radial
phase. This is in particular the case when the number of e-folds during angular inflation
amounts to at most a few decades, such that the observable CMB window still takes place
during the radial phase. This offset in e-folds due to the angular phase is given by N(θ0) in
Eq. (2.19), where the angle should be taken at the point where the inflationary trajectory
joins the angular phase (which depends on the initial conditions). Due to the decay of the
isocurvature modes and the lack of significant feeding into the adiabatic modes, the CMB
predictions are therefore identical to those during the radial phase modulo the offset:
ns = 1− 2
N −N(θ0) , r =
12α
(N −N(θ0))2
, (3.27)
where N ∼ 55− 60 and N(θ0) depends on initial conditions as well as the model parameters
α and R. Fig. 10 shows the evolution of the observables on the ns − r plane for varying
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Figure 10. (Left) The evolution of the primordial observables on the ns − r plane. Each red line
correspond to a fixed value of R = mχ/mφ and varying α, while each blue line corresponds to a fixed
value of α and varying R and is of the form r = 3α(ns−1)2. (Right) The scalar spectral index ns as a
function of R/α for various values of α. The horizontal black-dashed and solid-black lines correspond
to the Planck 1σ and 2σ intervals respectively. In both panels we took the CMB-relevant modes to
have crossed the horizon 60 e-folds before the end of inflation.
field space curvature and varying mass asymmetry between the two fields. We can see, as
expected from the analysis of Section 2, that smaller α requires less mass asymmetry to
deviate significantly from the single-field observables. Furthermore, for low values of α, the
curves in the left panel of Fig. 10 become degenerate, hence the spectral index depends only
on the combination R/α, as is expected from the leading term in the series expansion of
Eq. (2.20). Going back to the contour plots of Fig. 4, for pairs of R and α that are below
the two red lines, the observables are within the 1σ and 2σ regions of Planck respectively.
Going to larger curvatures and mass ratios will lead to a number of angular e-folds N(θ)
that exceeds the observable ones, implying that the CMB horizon crossing point is not during
the radial but rather during the angular phase. This corresponds to the part of parameter
space that lies above the thick black line of Fig. 4. The calculation of inflationary observables
during this phase can be addressed by means of the formalism outlined in this section and
will be presented in a separate publication.
4 Summary and Discussion
We have investigated multi-field α attractors in different regions of parameter space. For
moderate values of the field-space curvature and mass ratio, inflation proceeds with a small
turn-rate, which leads to a continuous but mild transfer of power from the isocurvature to
the adiabatic mode. This regime was recently explored in [22], where it was found that the
final values of the cosmological observables ns and r do not deviate from their single-field
counterparts.
The situation alters drastically when one increases the field-space curvature or potential
gradients. In this case, as shown in Fig. 4, the system can show a large number of e-folds
along a non-radial direction. This can be a combination of angular inflation, where the two
fields move along the angular direction close to the boundary of the Poincare disk, and a
period of inflation along the direction of the light field. Specifically, we have identified the
attractor solution of Eq. (2.13) corresponding to angular inflation, which differs from the
usual slow-roll one and is fully independent of initial conditions. This leads to the following
sequence of phases:
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• Starting with zero velocities the fields will accelerate towards the origin following an
almost radial motion. The duration of this stage in e-folds is given by the usual single-
field α-attractor formula of Eq. (2.10).
• After a quick transient, which is very close to geodesic motion, the system is set into
angular motion close to the boundary of the Poincare disk. There is a very accurate
analytical description of the dynamics in this regime for larger values of the mass ratio
and the curvature.
• If the mass ratio is very large, the system can inflate along the direction of the light
field for a significant amount of e-folds. This regime is well described as single-field or
quasi-single-field evolution.
For parameter values that lead to at most a number of decades of angular e-folds in the
last two phases, the predictions for the CMB observables are altered in a very simple and
intuitive way based on the offset with the additional angular phase (3.27). This follows from
our analysis in Section 3: during the angular part of the evolution, the isocurvature modes are
quickly damped on super-horizon scales, leading to the effective freeze-out of the adiabatic
modes. This means that the adiabatic modes retain their amplitude since the end of the
radial part of inflation.
An interesting question regards the analysis of and predictions fro inflationary observ-
ables for the range of parameter space with all sixty e-folds of angular inflation, which will
be presented separately.
Similarly, given the higher-dimensional moduli spaces of string theory, it would be
interesting to analyze an α-attractor model with more fields and a certain distribution of
masses. Interesting questions include the duration of the angular phase as a function of the
number of fields. Moreover, whether there is an emergent simplicity in the many-field limit,
as has been shown for the flat geometry case [18], remains to be seen.
It is also interesting to contrast this behavior to non-minimally coupled models, which
together with α-attractors are among the most studied and well motivated inflationary models
involving a non-trivial field space metric. In that case, it has been shown that for generic
initial conditions and randomly chosen potential parameters (constrained to provide enough
e-folds of infllation and the observed amplitude of density perturbations), the cosmological
observables, such as ns and r fall within the Planck allowed region, on top of the predictions
of the Starobinsky model and the single field predictions of α-attractors, given in Eq. (1.1).
The “lumpy” potential in simple models of quartic non-minimally coupled inflation, leads to
a quick transient period, in which the fields quickly relax into a potential “valley” and inflate
along it, leading to largely parameter-independent predictions for the CMB observables [14].
In order to go beyond this universal behavior, one needs to fine tune the potential parameters
and also fine-tune the initial conditions [35]. Hence, in simple non-minimally coupled models,
deviations from Eq. (1.1) require extreme fine-tuning, or some other mechanism, like a softly
broken symmetry accompanied by an early phase of inflation ending at a waterfall transition,
placing the field exponentially close to a potential “ridge”.
It is quite remarkable that non-minimally coupled models and α attractors (with mod-
erate parameter values) both respect their single-field predictions, even for multiple inflaton
fields, however they do so in completely different ways: in non-minimally coupled models the
large angular gradients force the fields into a single-field trajectory, while for α attractors
the “stretching” of field space along the angular directions allows for a quasi-single field tra-
jectory with a small turn rate. Whether there is a unifying perspective on these behaviors
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remains to be seen. Finally, it is worth noting, that the evolution of observables during
(p)reheating in multi-field models of inflation requires special attention [45–58], especially in
the absence of a strong single-field attractor [59].
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A Slow-roll limitations in curved space
The background equations of motion given in Eq. (2.3) cannot be analytically solved in full
generality but in some cases simplifications are possible.
The usual one consists of discarding the second derivative terms yielding to a coupled
nonlinear system for the velocities φ˙I . If this is possible then there are two cases that
need to be examined: either the Hubble term counterbalances the gradient of the potential
and for two fields this is known as the slow-roll slow-turn or gradient flow approximation
[5, 44], or the Christoffel terms must be kept as well. The first one has the advantage of
coordinate independence and results in simple expressions for the velocities that allow for
computations of observables [30, 60]. The second one, while less restrictive than the first,
requires a special coordinate system (e.g. polar coordinates for hyperinflation [23, 24] and
our example) and most certainly it will not hold for another. In the following we will focus
on the validity of slow-roll slow-turn for curved backgrounds. We will extract information by
studying properties of the dynamical equations without acually solving them.
For any two fields φI = χ and φJ = ψ we can multiply the evolution equations with φ˙J
and φ˙I accordingly and subtract them to obtain
χ˙ψ¨ − ψ˙χ¨+ φ˙M φ˙N
(
ΓψMN χ˙− ΓχMN ψ˙
)
+ V ,χψ˙ − V ,ψχ˙ = 0 .
If χ˙ is non vanishing the previous equation simplifies to
χ˙2
[
ψ′′ + (φM )′(φN )′
(
ΓψMN − ΓχMNψ′
)]
= V ,χψ′ − V ,ψ , (A.1)
where ψ′ = dψ/dχ and we have performed a time redefinition t→ χ. Although the precise
form of ψ(χ) requires knowledge of χ˙ the previous equation provides information about the
sign of ψ′. We further assume a potential with a global minimum and so the gradients
are non-negative, and study the case of negative initial velocities (starting with vanishing
velocities, any initial slow-roll phase will induce negative velocities). Therefore ψ′ will be
positive initially. If the sign of ψ′ changes then the curve ψ(χ) must have a minimum which
requires ψ′ = 0 and ψ′′ > 0 . Eq. (A.1) at a local minimum becomes
ψ′′ = −Γψχχ −
V ,ψ
χ˙2
. (A.2)
We observe that flat space forbids the existence of local minima in ψ(χ): if both fields have
negative initial velocities then their sign will remain unchanged (until one reaches the global
minimum). However, on a curved space ψ(χ) can have a minimum if Γψχχ is negative. This
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implication of the Christoffel term is exactly what leads to the angular phase in the models
under study.
For comparison, the slow-roll slow-turn approximation, which is widely used for analytic
results, implies the relation dφ/dχ = V ,φ/V ,χ and hence leads to a monotonic decrease
in both fields. Its applicability becomes limited in a curved geometry due to the various
geometric terms, as has also been point out at the level of perturbations for negatively
curved spaces [9].
For completeness we give the various geometric quantities of the curved manifold under
consideration. The components of the field-space metric in polar coordinates are
Grr = 6α
(1− r2)2 , Gθθ =
6α r2
(1− r2)2 . (A.3a)
The Christoffel symbols are
Γrrr =
2r
1− r2 , Γ
r
θθ = −
r(1 + r2)
1− r2 , Γ
θ
θr =
1 + r2
r(1− r2) . (A.4a)
Finally, the Riemann tensor reads
Rrθrθ =
−4r2
(1− r2)2 , R
r
θθr =
4r2
(1− r2)2 , R
θ
rrθ =
4
(1− r2)2 , R
θ
rθr =
−4
(1− r2)2 .
with the Ricci scalar given by R = −4/3α. Thus the field-space has a constant negative
curvature controlled by α, and its geodesics (in the Poincare disk coordinates) are circles
that intersect the boundary at a right angle.
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